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Most existing metrics between phylogenetic trees directly measure differ-
ences in topology and edge weights, and are unrelated to the models of
evolution used to infer trees. We describe metrics which instead are based
on distances between the probability models of discrete or continuous char-
acters induced by trees. We describe how construction of information-based
geodesics leads to the recently [2] proposed wald space of phylogenetic trees.
As a point set, it sits between the BHV space [1] and the edge-product space
[4]. It has a natural embedding into the space of positive definite matrices,
equipped with the information geometry. Thus, singularities such as over-
lapping leaves are infinitely far away, proper forests, however, comprising the
”BHV-boundary at infinity”, are part of the wald space, adding boundary
correspondences to groves (corresponding to orthants in the BHV space).
In fact the wald space contracts to the complete disconnected forest. Fur-
ther, it is a geodesic space, exhibiting the structure of a Whitney stratified
space of type (A) where strata carry compatible Riemannian metrics. We
explore some more geometric properties, but the full picture remains open.
We conclude by identifying open problems, we deem interesting [3].

This is joint work with Maryam Garba, Jonas Lueg and Tom Nye.
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